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Introduction
Hey, this is Mike Koenigs. Welcome to this special webinar. I'm going to go through
today and share with you how to turn what you already know into cash-producing
automated marketing systems and products that pay you over and over again. M
 ake sure
you introduce yourself in chat. Tell us who you are, where you live and what you do for a
living.
While we're getting going here, I want to share something with you. These are a whole
bunch of products. Many of which, actually, almost of them I made including one that
changed my life. It was the original Personal Power II by Tony Robbins.
Back when I was $250,000 in debt, running a business that wasn't working, I was paying
myself and my employees with credit card checks. I was living on a gas card in St. Paul,
Minnesota. I got Personal Power II and I ordered it off of an infomercial and it literally
changed my life in 15 minutes.
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I wound up signing up for all of Tony Robbins' products and going to his live events.
Eventually, met Chris Hendrickson, the husband of Pam Henderson, who I've produced
many products with.
I even got featured in a program with Tony because I consulted and helped him build and
grow and expand his ability to communicate online with many other online marketers.
The reason I'm sharing that with you today is because you're in a unique position to be
able to change and affect people's lives, but more importantly, to be able to automate
your business.
I'll guide you through the process of how we're doing it, and how you can do it too.
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Even if you have a brick and mortar business, even if you're just starting out, even if you
just want to reinvent yourself and you're looking for some really powerful new ways that
will help you grow and expand what you're doing and reach more people and make more
money and also work less, you're going to love this presentation.
Earning over $50 million online and helping more than 49,000 customers in 121 different
countries, Mike Koenigs has influenced and advised business owners and entrepreneurs
worldwide, helping them start, build, grow and reinvent themselves in becoming experts,
authorities and bestselling authors and celebrities. He's interviewed, advised and
consulted some of the wealthiest and most influential business leaders, billionaires and
movie stars on the planet.
Mike has brought celebrity-level marketing tools in his You Everywhere Now systems to
entrepreneurs and businesses, s
 o that you can get you and your business found, seen,
heard, watched and read anytime, anywhere and on any device on command.
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With a click of a button, you can leverage Apple, Google, Amazon, Facebook and
YouTube social network to build, grow, engage and monetize your audience, following
and brand today. Mike built and sold his last two businesses to publicly traded
companies. His most recent exit was selling Traffic Geyser and Instant Customer in
October 2014. Mike's first company, Digital Café, was sold to the publicly traded
Interpublic Group in 1999.

Cash-Making Systems
Let's begin and talk about how to turn what you already know into cash-making systems
that pay you over and over again with automated marketing systems.
Here's a big takeaway. It doesn't matter who you are, what business you're in, whether
you're an author, expert, speaker, consultant, coach, you're a small business owner, if
you're a brick and mortar. It doesn't matter what country you're in. What I'm going to
share with you will work for you.
What I'm going to do is I'm going to break down three marketing product case studies.
The disclaimer is and if you saw me in the very beginning, I was spread out with a whole
bunch of products I had created in the past, but everything I'm going to share with you
are real products. They are real sales figures and examples, so you can show what is
working for us right now.
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I make no claims that you'll be able to replicate this, but what's important is I'm going to
break down a system and a process that generates hundreds of thousands of dollars per
month in our business. I'm going to open up the kimono. I'm going to show you what
we're spending on our marketing, precisely how we're generating leads and sales in our
business and how we've been evolving our own product suite and how this will work for
you as well.

Maybe if you know that your marketing needs to be updated and you know you should
be using automated marketing systems or something is broken or weird and you're not
sure what it is, a huge part of the clarification I'm going to give you today is stuff that's
working now.
We brainstorm, we mastermind on a regular basis. A huge part of what you're going to
get today is a summary. I'm going to compress time for you, so you don't have to go
through and spend all the money and time that I have.
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What Business Are You In?
I love to open up every one of my presentations asking this very, very important question,
which is, "What business are you in?"
I'll have to admit, this is a bit of a trick question because the truth is, first and foremost,
you're in the attention business? If you can't get someone's attention, you'll never have
the opportunity to sell what you sell or do what you do or help anyone first, okay?
In a study by Microsoft, published in Time Magazine that reported that in the year 2000,
the average attention span had dropped from, get this, twelve seconds to eight seconds
and a goldfish has a nine-second attention span. How in the heck are you going to get
and keep someone's attention?
Especially given the fact that if you're like me or just about anyone, our lives are
essentially inside our phones. We get most of our news, information, our relationships
with the people we love and care about most are right inside here.
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Let's face it. I f you're on Facebook, it's like a giant roll of toilet paper. If you think about it,
you have about two seconds to get someone's attention.
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That's about the amount of time that someone's whizzing by the screen on Facebook
and maybe grab the attention long enough, so someone will invest twenty seconds of
their time to learn more and say, "Hmm, does this matter to me? How does this matter?
Why should I care?"
You have to answer that question, "Why should I care?"

If you can get twenty seconds of someone's time and maybe earn two minutes to twenty
minutes of someone's time, you have the possibility, the potential to be able to influence,
persuade and actually get someone to invest in your products or your services. What I
can tell you today is if you share, you give twenty minutes of your time with me today or
maybe a little bit more, I promise I won't waste time.
Over the course of that, the key thing in order to actually sell any product or service, once
you get passed the attention barrier, you have to get passed the trust barrier.
That, let's face it, isn't particularly easy to do in the world that we live in today given the
fact that there's craziness of foot, okay? If you think about it, whether it's economics or
it's politics or Hollywood in general, there's a lot of noise around us. Our brand, my brand
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is You Everywhere Now. The big promise is we help you build, engage and monetize an
audience by helping you get found, seen, heard, viewed, listened to, watched and read on
any device anywhere, anytime and on-demand. T
 hat is our promise.

That again is if you think about it, we're surrounded with screen these days. Whether you
love it or you hate it, you have to get passed the screen barrier. You've got to find a way
to be present in order to get attention, to keep attention and win and earn trust. That is
the business you're in.
About or nearly half of the human race uses social media every month. If you learn how
to properly leverage it, you can get free distribution from the largest brands in the world,
whether that's Amazon or Apple or Google or Facebook or Twitter or any of these social
sites all together.
They will give you access to their customers for free if you give them what they want,
which is attention-grabbing, trust-building content. Most of it is video.
If I ask you right now your big why are you here, I would suspect that most likely, the big
answer is, "I want an improvement to my lifestyle. I want more leverage." That comes
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down to whether it's directly money or time, which is really just money compressed,
okay? You want more time with your family.

As I like to say, you could afford to have a bad month or two. I know what that's like. We
all know what that's like. If you're marketing and your sales isn't going the way it should
be, who knows what could be going on right now? You need to know that you don't have
to panic. You don't have to compromise.
What we're going to give you today is compromise-free marketing automation and a way
to turn your wisdom, knowledge and experience into products, w
 hich leads me to a little
story here.
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If you don't know my background, I grew up in a very small town called Eagle Lake,
Minnesota, Blace Avenue, in fact. The population was 763. To this day, it's just over
2,000.
My dad over on the right was a barber for fifty years. He cut hair. He grew up very, very
poor, one of eight children in a small farm or on a small farm, born on the farm, in fact, in
Iowa. I'm the oldest of four kids.
We grew up fishing and we actually ate out of the lake and grew around vegetables. Why
is this important? Because one of the biggest things I heard growing up was we can't
afford it.
Over time, there were few things that I learned that I do not like. One of them is being
cold. After all, Minnesota winters meant thirty five below. Being poor or broke sucks. I
hate it. The other thing is I do not like waiting in line.
I wanted to find a way to get out of the cycle that I saw my own father in because he
literally traded time for money. Back then, a haircut, he might get five bucks for it and it
would take 20 minut
Back in the day, I can remember growing up, my dad was probably making 12, 15 bucks
an hour. I remember looking at him working an additional three jobs six days a week to
make ends meet. I said to myself, "I don't want the life my dad is living. My dad is my
hero, but I don't want his life. There's got to be a better way."
That's how I got introduced to marketing. I started programming when I was early and
my life went pretty well. There were lots of ups, lots of downs. I told you the story at the
very beginning of this how a product by Tony Robbins changed my life.
I bought a product on an infomercial. I was in a horrible state, losing an enormous
amount of money, but through that product, I managed to reprogram my brain and it led
to some successes, building and selling a couple of companies.
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Less than five years ago, I was living a very, very fast lifestyle, moving around all the
time, pushing things to the limit and I was diagnosed with stage 3A cancer. That was a
big surprise, a
  big wake up call. It certainly was a way of God I think telling me, "You got
to slow down, buddy or you're going to die."
What wound up happening is I was being treated at Duke University Hospital 2,521 miles
from home and I was literally spending, I was waking up in the morning on a pile of my
own hair and I had about an hour of strength a day just to get stuff done. The reason
why that's important is I had a business.
I had over forty employees and how in the heck was the business going to survive. The
good news was it was a product business. I had least learned a couple of lessons and
because of that, not only did I survived and thrived my business and my family did as
well.
Over the past four years, some of our products, for example, we've helped over 1100
people become bestselling authors. We've helped thousands of people start their own
businesses.
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I have a vision and a mission and that is to create a million millionaire entrepreneurs
someday and be able to contribute that way. I believe the vehicle is using electronic
marketing and digital publishing and digital training.
I barely passed high school, so I feel uniquely qualified to teach people who don't think
as well like me, where I was super ADHD growing up and I really struggled. I mean, I had
a straight D average in high school and I never went to college.
Just to conclude this part of the story, the bottom line is if you've been in a position
yourself where maybe you've struggled, maybe you've not been able to make ends meet
or you're in a place where you need to reinvent yourself, I know exactly what that's like.
"Mike, can I pick your brain? Can I take you out for coffee? Can we meet for lunch?" All I
have to do is look at those pictures of my son, Zach, holding my hand and realize that we
are all trading time for money.
There are few important lessons, takeaway lessons, which is this. What if there was a
way to help more people and get paid without trading your time for money?
That's huge part of what we're going to be talking about today, again, to give you a higher
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quality of life, help you make more money and multiply what you're able to do with the
time you have, okay? I want to just give a big shout out to Summer who just said, "This
story is why your wife and you are my heroes." That's very kind and I appreciate that very
much.

The other good news is I survived cancer. I have officially made it about five years
cancer-free and it is great to be alive and be able to continue doing this.
What I love doing more than anything is creating products that change people's lives.
That's my take away, my goal for you today, all right?
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Profit From What You Already Know!
This is, again, h
 ow to turn what you already know into cash-making systems that pay you
over and over again with automated marketing systems.
What I'm going to just tell you right upfront is if I were starting out from scratch, if I got
that classic question as, "If you're starting out from scratch today and you knew what
you knew, what would you do?" I'll tell you the answer is pretty simple.
I'd start by creating a product and creating some automated marketing and sales. I'm
going to break down specifically what has been working best for us and what is working
best for everyone I know who's actually successfully making money online today, okay?
The next thing is streaming using Facebook Live and social media. Look, there's a part of
me that dislikes Facebook tremendously. It can become a giant time-suck if you let it,
but it also is a vehicle to reach everyone you want to connect with. Facebook, let's face
it, two billion people log in every single month and over 1.4 billion log in every single day.
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The next one is speaking and selling. I'm a huge believer that speaking and selling is a
great way to connect with people and to share your message and also grow an audience
and also writing a book, becoming a bestselling author. Then consulting and packaging
your advice.
In other words, once you've got your product made, you can stream, you can speak and
sell and sell your product, you can a write a book, you can sell product and then you can
raise your prices.
When I say consulting and packaging your advice, I'm talking about being able to charge
two to five times more for your time than you are charging now. This gives you the ability
to do that.
Then finally, opening up mastermind and coaching or immersion events. In other words,
charging a premium. Overall, dollar for dollar, pound for pound, this is a pathway to build
a business that has the lowest overhead, highest ROI that's the easiest and fastest to
create if it's done right. Again, I'm going to break down the way we're doing it and the
way I'd recommend you do it if you want to take your message that step further, okay?
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Turn Your Knowledge Into a System
Firstly I'm going to break down one of our businesses. I'm going to show you how we
built it. Again, I'm going to go through three of them step-by-step. Along the way, I'll
break down how we're marketing as well.
System one is how to turn your knowledge, your wisdom and experience into an instant
product, a traffic-builder, a book or a list-building lead generator. I'm going to pack all
those into one chunk here, so get ready to take lots of notes.
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One of these is a book I recently wrote. It's called Money Phone. I 'm sharing this with you
right now because this book has become a really powerful lead-generator and
traffic-generator.
Books, for example, are a great way to generate high-quality traffic and leads for any
business. In fact, it's a great way to get paid to generate leads.

Well, a lot of people think that creating products and creating books is challenging or
takes a lot of time. What I'm going to guide you through is first of all, how to rapidly
create content, products and books, but also, what you're doing right now can be quickly
turned into products that you can get paid for to make them as well.
The first exercise we're going to do, I call it how many products and books are inside you
is based on a formula I've taught. If you've done this formula before, bear with me
because I've adjusted it specifically for this kind of content. I call it the 10x10.
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What is the 10x10? Well, the basic idea is this. First of all, get yourself into state. What
we mean by that is imagine that you're in front of your top three customers or clients
that you've ever had, people you've supported, they've paid you, they implemented, they
got results and they talked about you. Maybe they in fact brought people or referred new
business to you. Those are ideal customers or clients.
Imagine that you'd stand in front of them and think about it. What did you teach or do for
them or with them that got big results?
Then what do you wish every new prospect knew and understood before they walked in
your door or connected with you or started working with you?
In other words, if you had someone who's pre-qualified just like your best customers you
ever had and they came to you already knowing what they need to do and implement to
get great results, what might that be?
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Then here's one other little bonus, which are, "What are the greatest lessons you've
learned from your influencers or what you've done already that consistently gets results
or make you money?" The truth is just this process alone is enough to fill up and create
multiple books and create products as well over and over again.
The whole idea is if you sat down and brainstormed the top ten frequently asked
questions that people come to you with, the biggest challenges they have and you just
started by telling a transformational story of a client or customer you've already worked
with and told those stories and also answered those questions in three to eight-minute
responses, that enables you to rapidly create books and products.
This is a perfect way to create how-to marketing content, book content, product content
and also, repurpose for social content. It's all the same thing, all right?
The next is Ten Should Ask Questions.
You brainstorm the top frequently asked questions, brainstorm the top should ask
questions. Then you do, for example, what I do.
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I just carry around my smartphone. I often have time to have a little lavalier microphone
like I'm wearing right now and I run a standard voice recorder.
For example, what I'll do is I'll run a program, one of my favorites is called rev.com, when
I'm creating products, manuals or my books.
For example, someone might say to me, "Hey, Mike. It's not possible to create a
profitable product or book in a few days or weeks."
The answer that I give someone who says something like that, would be,
"Look, I understand that. I can't pretend and emulate years of experience that you might
have. You may have spent five or ten or thirty years doing what you're doing and getting
great results, but if you have a repeatable system, you can teach someone what you know
and transform that same content into products, services, books over and over again. You
can create manuals.“
If you do what I do, I actually create my content for my products and my books while I'm
driving. It usually takes me 15 minutes to get to the studio, 15 minutes to leave.
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I come up with an idea or a concept, a way to solve a problem for someone that I know
has value. I solve those problems, create content and I repurpose it in multiple formats.

The other one is an app called Just Press Record. That one does near real-time
transcriptions.
Really powerful tools, but it provides the basis of what becomes documents, books and
programs.
Then I simply copy that content into a Google Doc.
I pass it on to an editor or a creative-type person to make it into beautiful slides, like the
ones I'm using for this masterclass.
Everything I'm teaching you started out as an idea just like I'm sharing. As you'll see how
these evolved into valuable products that we sell for thousands of dollars.
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Again, if you've seen me talk about You Everywhere Now before, this is a little bit
different, but the whole idea is very frequently, I might start out by teaching some
content and streaming it let's say to Facebook Live or YouTube Live, for example, same
content.
That same material might be transcribed and put on social marketing and blogs. This
enables me to build an audience, to grow and engage.
Then that same content can help get podcast, media access, interviews on television,
radio or podcast, whatever, repurposed. That same content can be turned into books,
audiobooks, Amazon books, paperback books. It also becomes the topic of speeches,
okay?
In a way, what I'm doing with you right now is a masterclass speech. It turns out we're
streaming it. That same content then gets turned into products, services, coaching and
consulting and finally, into masterminds and certification as well. I'm going to show you
how we end up building suites of products as well, okay? What's powerful about this is
this is our You Everywhere Now system.
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It helps you, again, build, engage and monetize an audience by getting found, seen,
heard, viewed, listened to, watched and read on any device anywhere, anytime and
on-demand.

Implementing a System
The other thing that I want to share with you is we have done and taught and
implemented this system and it, in fact, has become a very, very successful program.
It's called Publish and Profit.
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When I had cancer, I wrote my first book by speaking into my phone. A lot of people
asked me, "How did you do that?" Well, I ended up creating a book about it. I ended up
creating a product about it. It turned into a multimillion dollar franchise.
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First of all, we started teaching this in a classroom environment. Our first one just had a
few members in it, about 30. Since then, we've done it over and over again.
One of our past events, again, every single one of them, 1
 00% of all the people become
bestselling authors in just three days. W
 ell, here's what we did. Let me show you where
the money is and how you can replicate it too in and for your business.
Selling the digital product though, this is where things got more interesting. The first one
was a live product. People paid to attend it. Selling the digital product, 1,278 people had
gone through it. This is as of quite some time ago, but at 1997, that's a $2.5 million
franchise. Not too bad, right? Okay.
Here's the more important thing and I think getting tied into what is your mission, what is
your vision, what do you want your products and your services to do for other people.
Helping over 1100 entrepreneurs become bestselling authors, you just can't buy this kind
of happiness. I think that's what's really powerful about becoming a product-creator.
If you're wondering and thinking, "Well, Mike, it's easy for you because you have an
audience or you have a business." Look, I started from nothing too, but I'm going to show
you how you can do it with nothing upfront, no list at all as we move forward, okay?

Profit From Making In-Demand Products
This is system number two and this is how to get paid to make in-demand products that
make proven marketing content automatically. It's the same basic principle. As you'll
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see, this is how we've evolved and grown our product suite.
● The backstory behind this is my good friend, Ed Rush, who actually came in when
I had cancer and became my voice in our business and also helped developed our
products, he had worked with over 350 clients and earned over seven figures as a
consultant, okay?
● What he had been doing for a long time is he had figured out how to speak, how
to present and produce consistent results. Here was the idea.

The question we asked was, "Could someone learn Ed's system in as little as forty-eight
hours and start making money even if they didn't have a business or product and even if
they had never consulted, sold or advised before?"
I had also been consulting for quite some time, so we put our heads together. We
developed a product and an offer and here's what happened.
We invited a group of twenty-eight people to come to our facility and we essentially
taught the system and taught the process, okay? What wound up happening is we sent
out a survey to all those people and 87.5% said that they had closed a significant deal
within two months of taking the training and half of those people had closed a
significant deal within two weeks. We knew the system was transferrable and learnable.
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Again, getting back to you, think about this through your lens. What is it that you do?
What is it that you teach?
What is it people pay you for that can get consistent repeatable results that maybe you
could teach to five or 10 or 20 people at once and get paid to make a product?

Well, as we move forward here, this is just some of the comments and commentary we
get from people who are getting success. Let me show you how we make our products
in our own studio.
Again, what's important about this is you don't need anything fancy. These days, you can
make a fine product even with a mobile phone because they shoot in high-definition
video, a good iPhone or Android phone or low-cost equipment. We'll talk more about
equipment as we move along.
All it is is we've got a television monitor like I'm teaching in front of here and a white
board and a camera, okay? It can be done online. It can be done virtually.
We like to teach with live people because we know we can charge more money that way
and you're getting everyone's attention.
It also makes it much easier because you can have a conversation with people. They ask
you questions that you might not have thought about in the first place. Again, this is
something that is very, very replicable.
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The net results is our success stories have been over the top. Carolyn Samson, she
closed a deal for $74,000.

This is Ian. H
 e closed a $37,500 deal.
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This is Pat Ziemer. I'll show you something about him in a moment, but he also modeled
the system, used it himself.

In fact, this is something he sent to us. This is recent as well. You can see his shopping
cart in Infusionsoft had over $602,000 for the first part of the year. Right here, he sent us
a message via Facebook. "Hey, Mike. Just wanted to share what is going on. Going to be
our best month yet. Heading for a five to $6 million this year." V
 ery, very impressive,
right?
The point is, again, we can't make guarantees on income or results.
That's up to you to do. In fact, the only guarantee we can give you is that when you
implement and you follow the directions and you do what other people have done who
have been successful, you can probably see some results as well, but we can't
guarantee or promise anything, all right?
In this particular case, he did a fantastic job. We go on and on and on. People are
sending us copies of checks, contracts they're getting from their clients. The point is the
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systems work and that's what you want to do.
Let me show you where the money is. Number one, making the second product in the
You Everywhere Now suite, that's what YEN stands for.
Some people, their reaction, their response might be, "Well, I can't get that many people
at a time."
Great. You sell higher ticket, higher quality products. Here's the next one, helping over
1,000 entrepreneurs start and grow profitable businesses.
Again, you can't buy this kind of happiness. Making products changes your life.

Evergreen Marketing Systems
Let's get to the money for you. That is the automated evergreen marketing systems that
work while you're away or asleep.
You're going to especially like this because I'm going to open up the kimono and show
you what's working for us, how we're making money, how we're generating leads, how
you can get started with no list at all.
One of the questions that came up for us is, "Are you using live streaming or automated
webinars to sell and make products?"
A lot of people say, "No, I'm not sure how to do that."
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Well, we turned that into a product as well.

If you go backwards and remember when I opened up this program today, I told you a
little bit about some of the products I made. Well, one of the first that I ever made was
called the Internet Infomercial Toolkit.
It was a full big manual. What I had done is I had found some of the top infomercial
producers in the world and I just reached out to them via email and asked them if I could
interview them because I was making a program about how to do internet infomercials.
All of them said yes and they contributed. They either did a phone conversation with me
that I was allowed to record and transcribe or in the case of Joe Sugarman, one of the
greatest living infomercial producers, he actually let me interview him in person and put
him in the product. Part of this was I didn't even really know what I was doing at the time
and I used someone else's knowledge and I adapted it to a marketplace. That might give
you some ideas.
As that program evolved, I started teaching and doing more webinars.
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The system we used is WebinarJam and EverWebinar. It is in my opinion, the easiest to
use, most comprehensive system for delivering webinars, webcasts and be able to replay
them over and over again and also doing sales or training events. We're lucky enough to
have Mike Filsaime in here today. We'll talk more with Mike in a little while.
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I want to show you how we generate our sales and our leads and how you can replicate
it as well. First of all, the most important thing is we're able with the system that we've
developed to produce a sale within a week, okay?
This doesn't take a long time to wrap up and we're selling a $2,000 offer.
I'm going to break that down for you right now and show you how it works. What's great
about WebinarJam is it has everything you need all in one place to do a webinar.

Basically, as I like to say, this is the holy grail. Here's what's important. We get on
average a 1.2 to as high as 3.1 return on our money spent per day. That means this is a
self-liquidating offer. What does that mean?
Well, it means when someone sees an ad, they click on an ad, they join us for an
automated webinar. You're watching a webinar right now.
They either buy or they don't buy. That means from click to purchase usually happens
within about two and a half hours.
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I'm going to go through some of the metrics here because understanding the basics.
First of all, within four days, we got our first sale and by the end of about two weeks, you
can see we spent about $3,000. We collected 2.3 thousand, but we grow $6,000. What's
that mean? Well, we got three sales at $2,000. Some of them were multi-pay. We had a
three-pay program.
You could see the date, how much we spent. An important lesson is even if you're
starting out and only have $5 or $20 to spend per day, that's okay. Facebook will let you
do testing for as little as five bucks.

By the fourth day, you can see here, we ended up generating our first sale, all right? Then
you fast forward and you can see our total ad spend was $3,000, 2300 clicks. Our cost
per click was about $1.20.
All these are pretty standard metrics in the industry. We're paying about $12 per lead,
but the end result is not only had we built a list after just, let's see, let's take a look at
that.
After two weeks, we had 250 leads. It's not like nothing's going to happen with those.
Those are just what we made money on now. This is how you can build a list and not
have to spend a lot of money.
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In this particular case, it means we have someone who filled in a form and gave us their
name and their email address. If we go back over to this, for our spend, which totaled in
this particular case $3,000, we made about $6,000. It's about a two-to-one return on
investment.

A couple of months later, we tweaked this, but what's good is that we've figured out what
works, we're able to pass this on to you.
I'm compressing time for you, but you can see at the end of the third month, we had
spent $33,298.52, collected $50,000. It turned out we had fifty sales at 1997.
A single pay, a certain percentage did a three pay. We collected $50,000 but fifty sales
times 1997 comes out to gross $99,850 on a $33,000 spend. That's pretty impressive.
You can see now if you've heard about people who went from rags to riches really
quickly, it's because they figured out their marketing.
They figured out their product, messaging and they're able to scale their media spend.
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What happens is once this becomes formulaic, I've got friends who are spending
$50,000, $100,000 a month, but they're getting five times their money back per month.
That's how people go very, very quickly. Again, I'm not promising that, but if you can just
have a fraction of this, it gets pretty impressive, doesn't it?
If we fast forward to the following month, here you can see we spent $57,314.10.
We collected $88,325, but 96 sales translates into $191,712.
In our particular case, we're building out multiple marketing funnels. This is one of
multiple funnels that we're running at any given time.
This is how you create an empire. Again, it all starts out a little bit at a time.
It might be $5 a day, your first little product and you scale just by doing some trial and
error and also, surrounding yourself with people who have done it in the past, so you
don't have to go through and learn the hard way.
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Let me explain what the process is here, so you get it really closely. Most likely, you
might be watching this now because it worked for you. Perhaps you saw a Facebook
text ad. I'm going to give you a couple really important nuggets of information.
First of all, the ones that work best are either long format text with a picture, what we call
an authority picture or a video. It could be just a Facebook Live video you do from your
phone. Write this down. This is very important. The word "Learn More" on your button,
you don't want to have "Sign up" or "Register", more people click when it's just "Learn
More" and then a little bit of information. Then we send people right to our registration
page.
The good news is WebinarJam and EverWebinar have registration page technology built
right in. You don't have to hire someone to do this for you. You want your ad and the
page they land on to look the same. It needs to be consistent and congruent. That's
another writer-downer for you. Make sure they look the same. A good designer on Fiverr
or 99Designs can do that for you.
Then you do what we're doing right now. You perform the webinar or you can play the
video, whichever one works. In our case, we're doing this with you. Then at some point,
WebinarJam allows you to show a button to pop up a shopping cart.
A little bit later on, we'll show you what that looks like. It's one button to click. Then you
look at your stats and you tweak and adjust.
We might have to re-perform our presentation multiple times to get great results. What's
great is that becomes knowledge that gets repurposed and reused. Then it's scaled. In
other words, we repeat this over and again. We rinse and we repeat.
In our particular case, we are building a business by creating a suite of products. You
might start out with just one product. What's great about this is you can have any price
option you want. You can do events.
You can do all your training completely online using these tools with minimal technology.
We'll go through all the technology that we run our entire business on in just a moment.
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This exact process I went through eventually became something we call the Webcast
Profit Toolkit, where I taught step-by-step how to sell with video as well and again, the
exact same model. We sent some clicks, we got some registrations, certain number of
people registered.
Eventually, now this is very impressive, we earned $34 per click. that means everyone
who clicked to register, $82 per registrant.
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Now again, we've been doing this for a little while, but the value per click can be as much
as $100. Once you practice this, it becomes a skill that you're able to rinse, repeat and
reuse over and over again. All right.

Where's the money? In the case of making the Webcast Profit Toolkit in that particular
case, we used the exact same model.
We invited people to come in. We just had a hotel room, forty-nine people were there.
They paid 1997, so we generated $97,853.
Then selling the digital product, sold 529 copies at 1997, earning over a million dollars in
revenue and as I'd like to say, helping over 500 entrepreneurs promote and market
profitable products.
You can't buy that kind of happiness. This is why we're in this business, okay?
As we move forward, we've used this process to create an entire product suite, our entire
business, same exact thing, invite people to attend either a live or virtual event, get paid,
produce it and then create a marketing webinar.
Very similar to the one you're watching right now. It's a repeatable formula we're using
right now. Almost all of our traffic comes from Facebook, all right? That's how we've
created our entire product suite, our entire business.
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Items That Every Business Needs
Here's a summary of what I believe every single business needs right now.
Number one, an information product. Even if you're in brick and mortar, some people
can't afford your products and services, some want to do it themselves. Why not give
them that option? It's a way for you to earn money when you're not there.
Next, an automated webinar with live streaming. You're witnessing that right now. You're
here with us. The tool we use is WebinarJam and EverWebinar. The tool we use to
deliver our products in is something called Kajabi.
Then, traffic and lead generation. It turns out we are focusing almost exclusively on
Facebook because we get the most return from our money. Most business owners I
know right now are getting that as well. The only exception is being some people use
LinkedIn as well.
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Product Pricing
I'm going to give you a product sale scenario.
The recommended product pricing that we have for you is 297, 497, 997 or 1997. These
are psychological numbers that have been proven to convert.

Imagine you had 100 people show up in your webinar, okay? 10% of them buy, so you get
ten sales. How much would you make selling your product if your pricing-point, whatever
that is, times 10?
That would be your revenue just getting 100 people on a webinar, which is a very
reasonable thing to do. It can be done, in fact, using organic traffic on Facebook as well
if you do have some followers. Again, you could combine it with a little bit of paid.
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I think $1997 is a great price point as well. You can see that $4,000 to $20,000 seems
reasonable and realistic.

Let's look at how you really make money using this model. That is, what would that
mean for you annually?
Let's just assume that you just did twelve of those. Multiply that number you just had.
You do one of these a month. Multiply it by 12. What kind of number would you get?
Obviously, we're going to start seeing $100,000, $200,000 show up pretty quickly.
Let's even multiply that forward. Let's say you did one webinar once per week. We're
going to take a couple of weeks off because you got to have a holiday as well, right? The
beauty of this is most of these can be automated.
It doesn't mean you have to do them manually, but I want you to see what would happen
once you've got an automated marketing and traffic building system in place. Right on.
You can see how this multiplies.
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Again, if you were looking before at the examples I was giving you, "Oh, that will never
happen to me," remember what's great about this is once you start building this, your
marketing money can be reinvested.
We're getting an ROI right away. There's multiple ways to generate traffic. This isn't a
one trick pony, okay? I want you to just see what's possible.

Here's what I want you to think about right now. Imagine if my team and I would show
you how to make an offer and turn your knowledge into big ticket products in a way that
would make you feel good.
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What if we give you a proven system? That would mean the templates for getting traffic
that pays for itself.

That's a very, very important thing here and then attendees to show up and help you
make the sales and help make you persuasive, influential and camera-confident, so you
make money with live streaming video.
I believe this is the future of business and marketing. Facebook agrees with it as well, so
does every other service right now. They give precedent to any business. Even brick or
mortar, they say they want 80% of all the content on your Facebook page to be either
recorded or live video, okay?

What if we would give you the templates, the sales copy, the presentations and even
joint venture pages, so you can get affiliates to promote you, so you can model those for
your own product. You can literally replicate them and start selling your products and
services. W
 hat would that mean for you?
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No Brainer Offer
What's important, it is a replicable model.
What I'm going to do is I'm going to share a no brainer offer.
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Fantastic. All right. I'm going to go through right now how we can work together.
You're going to be blown away with how easy this can be for you to use and implement.
Here's what we have. N
 umber one, this is for you if you want a system to achieve time
and money freedom for any industry anywhere in the world.
That's important. Whether you're a brick and mortar, you're a digital person, whether
you're reinventing, you're just starting out, it doesn't matter what language or country
you're in. This will work for you.

Next, this is for you if you want to build and grow an audience with proven live streaming
video, mobile and social media marketing, which let's face it. This is the way if you want
to survive and thrive in the future. You need to be doing this.
Also, it's for you if you want evergreen marketing funnels that consistently produce
income even when you aren't working. That's what this is all about.
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This is a system we've developed called Create and Profit. We've actually used the
system to build the system as well. It's a tool to help you turn your ideas into high-value
products.

We show you and teach you how to craft an offer for today's social and live streaming
video audience, how to get paid a premium to make a product, how to set up a
professional mini studio for your home or office.
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Look, you don't need anything fancy. We show you how to get started for as little as
$200 to $2,000. Yes, you can spend more, but you don't need to to get professional
quality and also, to create a premium offer and product, okay?
That's something that could sell for thousands of dollars, $5,000, for example. Then how
to turn any content or knowledge into marketing or product content, so you don't have to
work so hard and then how to automate it.

We're talking about using Facebook and YouTube Live to build, grow and engage an
audience, how to use evergreen webinars and funnels to sell on autopilot, including the
software to do it. Facebook paid marketing, we show you and teach you exactly how
we're doing that and how to fill small, high-ticket $5,000 to $10,000 events.
Remember, smaller, more expensive events are oftentimes easier, even though that's
counterintuitive and all of the swipe and deploy marketing campaigns, the scripts, the
email copies, systems and vendors, everything we're using in our business stripped
down, so it doesn't have to be complicated.
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That's what the Create and Profit is all about.

We break this down into five easy-to-digest modules. One of them is how to create an
offer that pays you over and over again, how to price your product, how to create an
irresistible offer.

Next, e
 thical marketing persuasion and influence strategies that you can use to get more
people to want to buy from you and also the five key components that you must have on
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your website to actually generate that passive income that you're looking for, how to
structure your product for maximum revenue and the key design elements that make it a
must-have for online products.

If you want to use and create software systems to replace people, that's another
important part. How to leverage talent that will actually do this for you is integrated.
Then we teach you how to create your products, how to set up your home or office
studio, how to create membership sites that provide passive income streams.
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Then if you want to actually work with other professionals like I've done, you'll learn more
about this in a bit, how to interview and look great on camera, the secret to other
people's content, on other words, how to leverage other people's content.
Then how to turn digital products into physical products, live event marketing and how to
structure an event, so people want to buy even more from you.

We're teaching you step-by-step stuff that's taken us over 15 years to learn and then how
to make big ticket offers.
I and my team have structured and sold products that sold for $5,000, $70,000 or more.
We're going to show you a seamless way to discuss price and get more people to take
action.
Price doesn't become the option. It's the results they want.
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BONUSES!
We sweetened this up even more! We've got some great bonuses for you.

First of all, the system that Mike Filsaime co-invented, WebinarJam and EverWebinar,
you get two months free, so you can actually do your own events. That's really powerful.

Also, Mike Filsaime came into the studio and we've walked you step-by-step through
how to get the most out of WebinarJam and EverWebinar. Look, we wouldn't get as
much out of WebinarJam and EverWebinar if we didn't have access to him.
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You get the same unfair advantage I did as well. This guy knows more about selling with
automated webinars than anyone alive in my opinion and you get access to him.

Next, w
 e actually break down step-by-step exactly how we are using Facebook and
Facebook ads to drive traffic to our business. T
 his has become the number one source
of leads. You could see a little example here.
One of our clients just a few hours before we started this presentation, I did a snapshot
and he says, he just talked about how he spent $5.35 and reached 11,449 people, all
right? Pretty impressive, right?
The whole thing is you don't have to spend a lot of money to get traffic. We show you
how to do it.
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Then if you're wondering, "Well, what kind of equipment should I get?" I actually
step-by-step guide you through exactly what kind of gears.
Whether you want to start out again for as little as 200 bucks, all the audio, video, lights,
software we use and I'm updating this guide all the time.
We'll give you templates to survey an audience, how to do creative briefs to get someone
to do your creative work, your graphics for you, show flows.
In other words, how to put together an event, how to price your program. We've thought
of everything, okay?
Product outlines, sales funnels, order forms, we give you our order forms.
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If you're wondering, "Hey, if you want to bring someone in and you want to make sure
you protect your content," we give you nondisclosure agreements and attendee consent
forms.
I mean, we've thought of everything you may not have. W
 e even give you beautiful
keynote and PowerPoint templates. If you love the way our keynote and PowerPoint
templates look like, well, guess what? We give them to you and checklists as well.
The point is we've thought of stuff you haven't even thought of and we make it easy for
you to consume. You can either watch the videos, read the transcriptions, go through the
action book or listen to the audio, so you can take us with you anytime, anywhere on any
device. We use and implement You Everywhere Now as well.

FAST ACTION BONUSES
We've got a couple of fast-action bonuses. First of all, if you're wondering, "Well, how am
I going to convert the sales?"
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Well, we're giving you our ClickFunnels, marketing funnels, templates and training. A
 ll
the same tools that we use, we're giving them to you.

We use a system called Kajabi. It's super affordable. We give you what's known as our
theme and we had it custom-made, but we also give you two free months of Kajabi, so
you can put your membership site in there.
Again, we give you the tools you need, the resources to learn how to use it and you don't
need to be a tech wizard to use it. Look, if you can type, you can set up a membership
site. It's that simple.
I'm also giving you copies of some of
my bestselling books that will help you
build and organize and generate more
traffic, more leads and also, how to
look better on camera as well. That's
the entire complete Create and Profit
system.
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All in, this thing costs thousands of dollars to produce, tens of thousands of dollars to
produce and it represents over 15 years of my past experience.

But it's available right now for just 1997 or we have a three-pay. You can get started for
as little as $727.

Yes, I Want to Create & Profit NOW! >>
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What we're going to do right now is we're going to push the opportunity to click the order
button, but I'm going to sweeten this even more because what we're going to do for the
first 30 people who raise their hands and say yes to this, we're going to make this even
better.

First of all, I do want to tell you that we do have PayPal Bill Me Later. When you click on
the orange button, you'll go to the page. You can get no interest, no payments for six
months, so that's a great value as well. If you want to stretch out the payments, you can
do that.
Again, just click on the button and there's instructions and a short video that will walk
you through exactly what to do.

Yes, I Want to Create & Profit NOW! >>
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THE BIG OPPORTUNITY
We have one more thing and this is going to push it over the top.

Remember, you want to get inside. Click that link right now!

Yes, I Want to Create & Profit NOW! >>

Yes, I Want to Create & Profit NOW! >>
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Here's what it is. First of all, t his is only for the first thirty people who say yes to this offer
right now. That is an opportunity to come here to our studio and spend a day with me
and my team. This is where we will walk through how we make market and launch our
products.
You'll have Q&A with myself, my team, any special guest that I may happen to bring in.
You'll get feedback on your own products and ideas. I will demonstrate specifically how
we make products, answer your questions and get to spend a day.
Look, as I had mentioned earlier, I charge $5,000 an hour, $30,000 per day for private
coaching and consulting. This is an opportunity for you to come here. Again, we limit this
simply because I'm very, very busy these days, but I wanted to create a special
opportunity and an incentive for you to come here.
Just an FYI, as long as you're a single pay member, you get front of the line priority. It
means you're going to get first pick on the day that we make available.
The days that you have to choose from are going to be sent to you anytime in the next
90 days or so that you'll be able to take advantage of this.
We're flexible with the time calendar, but what's important is that you've got to get inside
right now.
Remember, you've got the PayPal Bill Me Later option to get six months no interests, no
payments. That's for US residents. It's a great way. We're not charging you anything
extra. That's included when you register for this.

Yes, I Want to Create & Profit NOW! >>
I will tell you, in the event if for some reason you can't attend live because you're in a
foreign country, what we will do is grandfather you in and we will broadcast this special
day live.
I encourage you to come here live. You will get so much more out of the program.
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Q&A
We've asked people what type of business they have. It's all over the board. Fitness
was one. Gary teaches biblical studies. One concern is, "Does this work if what I teach
is not related to making money?" What would you say to that?
[Mike Filsaime] The answer and the way I look at it is if you have a market that you know
has money and they have a challenge or a problem that they want to solve and they're
already spending money to solve that problem or get better at it, whether it's improving a
skill they might happen to have, the answer is a big fat yes.
It doesn't have to be a money-making thing. We've got people, I mean, I have so many
women, for example, we've got women's groups, empowerment groups, mindset groups.
We know people doing webinars teaching people how to eat better, how to lose weight,
personal development. People do it for coaching, consulting, so yeah.
We've had clients in the qi gong market, for example, nutrition, fitness, wellness. My
good friend, J. J. Virgin, for example, she's been in the health supplement. I mean, she
basically talked about the fact that she's in the supplement and nutrition business.
That's what she sells, but she's really been teaching people how to keep the weight off,
lose weight. I've got a lot of friends in that space.
The answer is as long as there's a market for your product and service, people are
already spending money on it, the answer is a big yes. What's another question we have?
A lot of people want you to show them the money, so they're asking, "Can you explain
how I can actually get paid before creating the product?"
[Mike Koenigs] In my experience, here's what I will tell you. What we do is we give you the
outlines and the templates. We also give you order forms that you can model.
First of all, we've done all the thinking for you. It's just a matter of watching our videos,
going through them step-by-step and filling in the blanks, okay? We're giving you the
checklist that you need, so you can create. Again, we've given you templates and forms.
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The ways that you can get paid is you present your offer to an audience or you start
using Facebook ads. We recommend that you do little training webinars and start
developing some rapport with some people or giving away some training to generate a
lead. At first, you might end up calling up people and closing them on the phone, okay?
That's to get started, okay?
Obviously, you can automate every part of this and we go through that for you as well.
The bottom line is you're inviting people to either a virtual event or to a live event one to
three days and it's being recorded with cameras or with audio. Then if you follow the
steps that we give you, it can easily be transcribed, turned into video, turned into
manuals as well. Anything else you want to add?
[Mike Filsaime] Yeah. What you can do along with that is you can do a webinar like we're
doing today and say, "The program is going to be starting at this time." Then you could
lead people through, so you're getting paid ahead of time and they're helping you. They're
funding it for you. Then you're creating the product maybe over the next three or four
weeks and you can deliver it as it's happening or as soon as it's done.
In fact, webinar control was done and sold before we even did the first video for it.
[Mike Koenigs] That's true, yup. That is an important thing. It's a way to get paid before
your product is done. If you go back, I mean, you can do this with teleseminars.
We actually show you some of the lowest cost ways to produce your content as well.
You don't have to use WebinarJam and EverWebinar to build your product. We give you
a whole variety of different tools and resources. It's something we also do on an
ongoing basis.
Jennifer is concerned, "Is there a monthly ongoing charge for this or royalties on what I
sell?"
[Mike Koenigs] Great question. The answer is no and no. We don't charge you royalties.
You can use the program. You can create as many products as you want and keep all the
money. You have the ability to use this over and over again. These are templates that
evolve with you.
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They grow with you and it's something that we've been using now. Again, this system,
we've been building products using this model for 15 years, okay? It just hasn't been this
well-evolved until frankly, over the past six months because the marketing world change
so dramatically.
We completely, completely shifted and changed the way we charge for our programs,
even how we deliver them. We do all digital now. We don't even do physical products
anymore because people don't want them. We're using 100% social media based to
Facebook. I'd say 90%, anyway.
Mike, you mentioned guarantee earlier, so people are just asking if you can talk a little
bit about the guarantee.
[Mike Koenigs] Absolutely. What we do, we pride ourselves in the fact that our stuff
actually works, but you've got a 30-day-no-questions-asked money back guarantee.
What that means is you can get inside the program. You can try it out and make sure it's
right for you.
Start implementing, take advantage of the free trials of WebinarJam and EverWebinar,
Kajabi. You can start building your product. I mean, the fact is you could actually have
your product done.
You could have some sales made before your first payment comes up and depending on
what option you go along with, you could potentially have your entire business up and
running before you've got any payments, especially if you take advantage of the PayPal
Bill Me Later option.
Do I have to start my trial with WebinarJam, EverWebinar and Kajabi the day I get in
there?"
[Mike Filsaime] No, you can actually wait a month or two. That way you don't use your
trial before you're ready to use it, so don't worry about that. It will be ready when you're
ready.
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John is asking, "I've created a product already, but I'm not really happy with the results.
I haven't given up yet, but can you tell me how this product is really going to help me?"
[Mike Filsaime] Well, I think that's interesting about this is if you already have a product,
one of the things you're going to learn I think from Mike is maybe how to dress it up.
Again, I think some of the things that we have a problem sometimes even selling our
product is we didn't create it and present it right, so that we don't know how to present it
in an offer.
Basically, when you learn from Mike how to create the product, it's going to give you a
way that you could sell it better. On top of that, your customers are going to be happy.
You're going to get more referrals. You're going to get less refunds and it's just going to
give you an overall better feeling about marketing something that you've done right and
you've done proper.
[Mike Koenigs] Okay. I'll add two more things on there. The first one is I think packaging
makes a huge difference. We're going to make sure that your product is packaged in a
way that has more value, more perceived value.
The next one is most likely, what you're really saying is, "My product isn't selling as well
as I think it should be or could be." Look, if you apply what we're giving you in terms of
the salesmanship and the automation and the marketing, implementing the Facebook
marketing strategies we give you, for example, that's what's going to push this over the
top.
Even if you have a product that's not selling well, we'll help you dress it up, package it up
better and again, as long as you're one of the first 30, you're going to get some time with
us, some coaching time, which means we're going to help push you to the next level as
well, which I think is going to be especially valuable and important to you also.
"Will you or your team help me come up with a title for my course?" Do you actually
hold their hand through that process as well?
[Mike Koenigs] Great question. The answer is first of all, we're giving you access to a
Facebook community, where you can get some ongoing Q&A, but also, as long as you're
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one of the first 30, you're going to get access, you're going to be able to drop and ask
those kinds of questions to us as well when you're here, whether it's live or virtually.
That's something else I highly recommend you do is you'll be able to get feedback. More
importantly, inside the program, we cover how to come up with great titles for your
course inside the program. There's a high probability. You're actually going to get some
ideas just from going through the program in the first place, okay?
"I have no list, zero, none. Should I go build a list before getting this product?"
[Mike Filsaime] First, I want to preface this by saying, if you noticed, there's no
list-building courses out there online. Nobody teaches how to build a list because
list-building isn't something that you can just teach. It's actually just a byproduct of
marketing.
When you do effective marketing and have a good product, you're going to find good
joint venture partners. They're actually going to seek you out. You're going to advertise
and your advertising is going to work as you saw with Mike.
Every dollar he's spending, he's making two. As he said, we've got friends that are
spending dollar and making five and we're scaling our businesses up at those levels
right now.
What's great is one of the bonuses as Mike already brought in the person that we do our
advertising with.
You're going to learn Facebook and you're going to be able to build your list with the
advertising and get paid to do it because you're profiting while you do it. You never want
to wait 'til you get a list before you start marketing because marketing is what gives you
your list.
[Mike Koenigs] Yeah, that's absolutely true. I think the other thing that I want you to think
about is the time to build your list is always a now even if you don't even have a product.
You want to start list building now even if you'd be spending five or ten bucks a day for a
little while just to get your hands around this, even if you don't spend any money at all
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and you put together a page to start capturing leads and start teaching.
You want to start engaging an audience and asking them questions and finding out what
they want. What works really well is just giving content away at first to build, engage and
see what you say and see how that affects people.
I just found out recently, for example, I was doing a Facebook Live just yesterday. I had
this guy say, "Hey, if you do a personal development product, I'd buy it right now." I was
like, "Huh? That's interesting." I've had a couple of other people say that to me, but I
hadn't pushed it.
The whole point is people are going to start raising their hands and telling you what they
want. Engagement, remember, we talked about getting attention and then building trust.
Julie says, "I have a day job. This all sounds amazing, but how long do you actually
think this will take per day?" She's worried about time.
[Mike Koenigs] Okay. Great. This is a course where you don't have to go through
everything to get results.
We've had people go through and actually just look at the materials, like download, for
example, the order forms and some of the content and start presenting an offer and
actually go out and get five or ten people to buy their course within a week, okay?
I remember going back, one of our clients from the past, her name was Karen and she
did exactly that. She was going to be at an event the following week. She put together an
order form. She didn't even know exactly what she's going to teach, but she sold on the
basis of the order form alone.
I think that's the thing is that really, it has more to do with how you think. That's one of
the things that's inside the program as we focus on mindset just as much as anything
else.
I can't promise that you're going to have results in a week, but I will tell you that as long
as you are motivated, you're implementation-minded, you're willing to be coached and
just get down and learn what you need to learn.
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Some people like to go through everything step-by-step and choose to download the
transcripts and read them. Other people like to listen.
Some people like to watch. It depends on what kind of a learner that you are, but you
could definitely get through all the content in just a couple of days if you want to go
through all of it step-by-step, line-by-line.
Steven says, "I know some people who actually get paid to create products for people.
How do I do that?"
[Mike Koenigs] We have actually a lot of our past customers who end up going through
our system and they effectively start an agency and produced products for other people.
What they do is they find someone who already has an audience.
They already have a business. What they do is they say, "I'll walk in and I'll be your
product producer."
You'll learn enough inside this course, where you could actually be a product producer or
someone else and maybe do a joint venture. Maybe what you do is say, "Look, I will
come in and help you produce a product for your audience and will split the revenue."
What's great about it is put together an offer, put it in front of that person's audience.
You can collect the money now. That means you can get paid and they can get paid to
produce the product and maybe even have a partnership where you get paid a royalty
over the long term. T
hat's the kind of thing. It's a great question. That's the kind of thing we talk about during
our coaching session together as well. It's a great way to get some more exposure,
some more ideas. Fantastic idea.
Again, we've had a lot of clients in the past who've gone through our courses and end up
turning it into a make-business as well. If you have no list, no money, it's a great way to
partner up with someone and get paid to produce something with someone.
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SUMMARY
Create and Profit is an all-digital program that you'll have instant access to. You can
access it from your laptop, your desktop, your phone or your tablet and it h
 elps you turn
your ideas into high-value products and give you the marketing know-how to build a list
of engaged audiences and buyers who are going to buy from you over and over again.

Yes, I Want to Create & Profit NOW! >>
● We show you how to craft and offer for today's social and live streaming video
audience. This is very different. The world of marketing and the world of product
creation has changed dramatically. It's how to get paid a premium to make a
product.  In other words, we're showing you step-by-step how to not just get paid,
how to get paid making a product. Whether you make it on the fly or you make it
all at once, that's up to you. You'll see how we do it because we actually use the
system to build the system.
● Next, we show you how to set up a professional mini studio for your home or
office, w
 hether you've got $200 or $2,000 or more to spend.
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● We show you how to create premium offers. Now again, we love programs. If
you're typing in chat earlier whether you want to start and sell something at $300
or $500 or $1,000 or $2,000 or $5,000 or more, we go over that and then how to
turn any content or knowledge into marketing your product content. This is
important because I like the idea of create once, distribute many times in multiple
formats. If you follow the process or when you follow our process, we're going to
show you how to do that.
● Then we show you how to automate the process as well, which is using Facebook
and YouTube Live to build, grow and engage an audience. Those are the best
ways right now to build and grow an audience.
● Next, evergreen webinars and funnels to sell on autopilot including we give you
the software to do it. We show you how to do Facebook paid marketing and how
to fill small high-ticket five and $10,000 events.
● Again, if you want to do your training and your product creation digitally or
virtually, fine, but if you want to do it in-person like we do, there's a way to get
more money to do that and w
 e give you all the swipe and deploy marketing
campaigns, the scripts, the email copy, the systems and the vendors we are
using.
That's what the system consists of. I'm going to break it down for you right now, so you
see exactly what's inside, okay? First of all, this is a five-step program. We teach you
how to create a great offer that pays you over and over again and how to price your
programs and how to create what we call an irresistible offer, so people want to buy it
right now.
● We show you ethical marketing and persuasion and influence strategies that are
going to get people to want to buy from you. Then the five key components that
must be present on your website and your webinar to get in-demand passive
income.
● Step two is we show you how to prepare and structure your product, the key
design elements that you want in an online product or how to create software
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systems that can replace a team.
● Then step three is how to create your product. You can either perform your
content like I am right now and we show you how to set up your studio, how to
create membership sites. If you want to interview other people, how to look great
on camera and also, how to leverage other people's content. You'll see how I've
done that in just a moment.
● Then finally, we show you how to profit, how to turn your digital products into
physical products if you want to do that, how to do live events and how to
structure an event, so people want to buy from you over and over again, how to
do big ticket offers, 5,000, 10,000, even $70,000 offers and also, how to get
people to focus on the value you're receiving versus what you price your
programs for. Then we've got the bonuses that make this really powerful.
First of all, you get two free months of WebinarJam and EverWebinar. Next, Mike
Filsaime and I will walk you through how to get the most out of WebinarJam and
EverWebinar. By the way, he's the co-creator and co-inventor of the system. You're going
to learn like I learned how to get an unfair advantage and use this.
Then we brought in our own Facebook ad marketing expert, who does all of my
Facebook ad marketing. We deconstruct what's working best. We show you exactly how
we're doing it as well. I showed you the stats earlier. You see that it's actually working. I
opened up the kimono.
We give you a video equipment buyer's guide, everything you need to build your audio or
video studio. You get my buyer's guide with all the links to everything we have in our
studio as well. We give you templates, survey templates, creative briefs. If you want
someone else to do all your creative for you, show flows for your events, we give you a
pricing calculator.
If you want to know how should you price your product, how much, we give you certainty
there, product outlines, sales funnel campaigns. A
 gain, you don't have to do the thinking
because we did it for you. We give you order forms, legal forms like non-disclosures and
attendee consent forms if you bring people in and templates, the keynote and
PowerPoint templates. W
 e've compressed 15 years into this entire program.
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Yes, I Want to Create & Profit NOW! >>
Here's some fast-action bonuses.
● Number one, we give you our best marketing funnels u
 sing ClickFunnels and we
give you the step-by-step training as well. If you're wondering, "How am I going to
build an audience? How am I going to grow my list?" we're giving you the tools
and resource that are working best for us right now, so you don't have to pay
someone else.
● We give you our membership site secrets. In other words, two free months of
Kajabi, which is the system that we put our own membership sites in, our
templates, so you don't have to have them created. Look, you can have a
membership site set up in as little as a day.
● You'll also get three of Mike Koenigs' bestselling books t hat will help you
generate leads, turn your ideas into book content, but also, how to interview and
look great. That's the system.
HUGE! An opportunity to come here to San Diego, visit our studio. We're going to walk
through how we make market and launch products.
It's an opportunity for you to see our systems, see exactly how we do what we do, get
your questions asked, anything you want to know about how to make products, how to
price them, how to name them, how to package them, how to deliver them, how to
upsell, how to cross-sell. This is a chance to spend some time.
Again, I charge $5,000 an hour or $30,000 per day. T
 his is a small group environment,
but it's only for thirty seats. That's a big deal.
Bottom line is you can get started for just pennies on the dollar compared to the value
you're getting.
Our goal is to help you monetize your knowledge, your wisdom, your know-how, your
expertise, turn it into a profitable product and then create automated marketing systems
that support and serve you as well.
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Yes, I Want to Create & Profit NOW! >>
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